

















For several years I’ve been looking for an
excuse to end up in Europe, either by
accident (turns out no one wants to abduct
me) or purpose. Well, I do believe I finally
found the reason, and it meets several of my
criteria: visit the land of my ancestors, earn
class credit, minimal bodily harm (will still
have to contend with jet lag), and puts me
within spitting distance of my main goal:
El Camino de Santiago.


My

Ancestral Way,
My Own Way

This is the beginning of that story.

A Tale of Two Journeys
by Aaron Schipplein

“Riveting!” – Some guy on campus
.
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This summer will be one to remember. While some
look forward to the Olympics, I’ll be off on my own
test of endurance. However, the ends will have to be
prefaced by a means, which will be part of a study
abroad trip through the Texas A&M University
Veterinary School. But no one said that can’t be an
adventure in its own regard: an appetizer before
the main course.
This particular journey will begin in Frankfurt,
Germany, at which point I’ll have officially left my
native country for the very first time. The study
abroad program will be focused on veterinary
medicine in Europe and as such, I will gain six class
credits towards my DVM, but that’s just icing on the
cake. Given the nature of the program, we’ll be
spending a lot of time going to various research
facilities, animal clinics, and on tours of zoos which
will all be rewarding in their own regard.
Additionally, we’ll also be doing a bit of urban
exploration on bicycle, museum touring, as well as
nature hiking. On the weekends, we are free to
roam where we would like, and I plan to use that
time to investigate the cultural centers that I’ll find
myself in, while avoiding touristy areas: they’re
really just not my gig excepting historic areas like
Auschwitz. In addition, we get two long, free
weekends where we can go where we like.

This is what I’m really looking forward to as I’ll
have enough time to travel to Stettfeld, Germany
and hopefully finally solve a personal mystery:
where specifically did my ancestors come from?
In the village libraries, there still remain records
kept from the medieval ages as to the lineages of the
citizens who lived there, where they went, and who
came before them. Thanks to a lucky break, I found
a school record, a report card essentially (my 3xgreat-grandfather was awesome at his ABCs
evidently), that tells me where he attended school
(Stettfeld), but nothing beyond that, so I have to go
to the source to solve this particular mystery.

Genealogical spelunking and my only map is a dead end
with incorrect information.
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Scenic old-town Stettfeld, Germany

However, travel isn’t cheap anywhere you go, so in
an effort to save for the main event, I’ll be restricting
most of my traveling in Germany to intra-city events
in the areas the study abroad program takes me.
Extensive travel of Germany on my own will have to
wait, but there’s still plenty to see and do in such
cultural bastions as Berlin, Munich, and Frankfurt.
At the end of the Germany trip we’re free to go our
own way. Some in our group plan to go to London,
some to Paris, others to Rome, and still some are
going straight home. I’ll be setting my own eyes on a
little town on the southwest border of France called

Originally, the Camino was walked predominantly
by those of the Catholic faith due to its significance.
In recent years, with increased globalization as well
as ‘publicity’ of the trails, more and more folks have
set on their own journey toward Santiago de
Compestala from all over Europe. This is another
allure to me, as it is a sort of mixing pot of cultures,
all headed towards a single goal. I fear the language
barrier, but from what I understand it’s rarely an
issue as you’ll likely run into someone who speaks
English, either to converse with directly or who can
translate for you, and if not, there’s no reason you
and your fellow traveler can’t enjoy each other’s
company, united by vision and humanity. A basic
‘buen Camino’ may be the only common language,
but it shares so much all the while.

A group of pilgrims at the start of their journey.

St. Jean Pied-de-Port, or “St. James at the Foot of the
Mountain”, which is an apt name considering its
relation to the Pyrenees. But why this small town
and not, say, the hustle and bustle of Paris? Well, as
it happens St. Jean Pied-de-Port has become the
beginning of El Camino de Santiago: “The Way of
St. James”. More specifically, it’s the beginning of El
Camino Frances, as there are several ‘ways’ one can
take on El Camino de Santiago, but El Camino
Frances is the most traditional as it was the path that
St. James’ pallbearers took to bring his remains back
to Santiago del Compestala, which will serve as the
end point of this leg of my journey. So starting at St.
Jean Pied-de-Port, I will strike off with several other
pilgrims coming from all over the world, all with the
same goal in mind: the 0 km marker that will signify
the end of our month long, 800 km (500 mile) hike.
I’ve discussed this trip with my family and friends
(and even my dog). They all give me a slightly
quizzical look, a cock of the head, and a strange look
of askance of “why (won’t you throw that ball)?” To
that I have, perhaps, no good answer that would
satisfy anyone except me (and my dog) and others
who look at the same challenge and think to
themselves “you know, that looks like fun”, much like
a musician looks at a challenging score of music, or a
cat at an un-shredded piece of upholstery.

It’s easy to see why the seashell is the symbol of the Caminos.

At the beginning, you check in with the pilgrims’
office and get your first of many stamps in your
passport book to signify how much of the Camino
you’ve walked. The basics of the Camino are that
you start at a location of your choosing, and walk
towards Santiago de Compestela, averaging about 20
– 30 km a day. Traditionally, at night, you stop at a
village along the way and seek out an albergue: a
hostel, and often an old church. You then find fellow
pilgrims to have dinner with and go out to mingle
with the locals. Come the morning, you set off again,
knowing that you’re several kilometers closer to your
end goal, and day after day brings you closer still.
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In short, follow the seashells on the road
markers, and you’ll find your way.

Financial Estimates
(The

In Santiago de Compestela, when you’ve
finally arrived, you register with the
pilgrims’ office and receive the final
stamp in your passport. You can also attend the
mass, as well as the reading of all the pilgrims who’ve
checked in that day. After that it’s advised that you
explore Santiago de Compestela a bit, if time permits.
At this point in time, it’s usually realized that you do
in fact have to go home at some point, so in varying
states of begrudging, the pilgrims all turn their eyes
back to the routes that will take them home. For me,
this will be a train ride through Spain’s country side
into Madrid, where I will fly back into Houston,
drive to College Station, and start canine internal
medicine rounds as a veterinary student once again.
The experiences of my trips, as well as the bonds
forged during the journey, will last for the rest of my
life, and the impressions I make on those abroad, as
well as the impressions they make upon me, will
enrich all of our lives and give us a better
understanding of the people ‘across the pond’.
It’ll certainly be a Gut Camino.
I, frankly, cannot wait to get started.


Proposed, Truncated Schedules
Germany
May 12th - Leave Houston, TX
May 13 - 17 - Arrive in Bonn, Germany
- Guest lecture, City Tour
May 17 - Arrive in Cologne
- Tour Zoo, Cathedral; explore city
May 19 - Arrive in Berlin
- Zoo, Leibniz Institute, bike tour, vet clinics
May 20 – 22 - Free weekend. Will be spent in
museums and walking the city.
May 23 – 24 - Arrive in Hannover
- Tour vet clinics, visit stallion testing center
May 24 - Sister’s birthday
May 26 - Arrive in Badersleben
- Tour Vet. Medicine museum and Westerburg
May 27 - Hike “Wattwanderung” to Norderney island
May 28 - Bike tour in nature preserve; visit Seal center
and aquarium
May 29 – 31 - Travel from North Germany to Switzerland
June 1 - Arrive in Basel, Switzerland
- Novartis facility; guided tour, museum visit
June 2 - 6 - Visit Stettfeld & Bamburg; genealogy research
June 7 - Arrive in Arhem, Netherlands.
- Visit Burger’s Zoo, De Hoge Veluwe Nat. Park
June 8 – 13 - TBA by coordinator
June 13 - End of study abroad program




Ugly Part)

Germany
Lodging and Food
$ 4,500
Administration Fees
910
Tuition and (more) Fees
1,220
Travel
1,520
Supplies
300
Gross Total Expenses
$ 8,450
Student Loans
$ 7,000
Personal Contribution
1,500
Net Total Funds (Germany)
$
50

El Camino de Santiago






Explanation: It is difficult to gauge just how much the
Camino will cost the individual, as it depends on how long
one spends on it as well as how much. I am a frugal person by
nature, so I doubt I’ll spend $40 per day, but a reserve is a
good idea. I feel an average of both variables would be a
prudent measure while still leaving leave wiggle if needed.

Best Estimate Cost of El Camino:

$

1,200

Estimated Financial Need*

$

1,150









El Camino de Santiago
June 13 - Board night train from Berlin, Germany to
Bayonne, France
June 14 - Transfer to train to St. Jean Pied-de-Port
June 15 - Register with pilgrim office and begin Camino!
Dates from here on out are tentative and general.
Due to space, only major landmarks will be noted.
June 17 - Pamplona, Spain
June 20 - Logrono, Spain
June 25 - Burgos, Spain
July 1 - Leon, Spain
July 8 - Lugo, Spain
July 13 - Santiago del Compestala!
July 14 - 18 – Spend time exploring Santiago del
Compestala
July 19 - Overnight train to Madrid, Spain
July 20 - Fly from Madrid, Spain back to Houston, TX
July 21 - Home again, home again!
July 21 – 29 - Transition from jet-lagged globetrotter
back to veterinary student
July 30 - Begin canine internal medicine rotation



Lastly, I feel it should be noted that this trip will be very well
documented in photos as well as text, as I am under the threat
of pain of death from my family, especially my sister, if it is not.
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